Ace your
motivation &
let's get you
hired in PE.
- Female x Finance

Prepare, prepare, prepare.
Common mistakes > tips.
Underestimate the importance of a first
impression > Always do your research on the
company, job and sector
No arguments / anecdotes for motivation
prepared > Make sure you have supportive
arguments and anecdotes ready for each
motivation point
No clear motivation for the company >
Research their website, deals, their strategy
and the employees

Personal questions
Personal & CV Based Questions
"Tell me about yourself." Make sure to
present yourself in chronological order.
"Why company X? "
"How do you function within a team?''
Competencies Questions
"Tell me about a time you failed and how
you cope with it."
"Tell me about something you are really
proud of.''

Why the sector?
Comparing
the results
Reach out to friends / family who work in
the sector
why did
they chose to group.
do this
with
the
target
job?
Read the news and talk about the latest
deal that draws your interest
Try to really understand the sector you are
applying to and be creative in your answers
Make sure you can answer the question why
not M&A and why you do want PE?

Why company X?
Research the company, their website,
understand their priorities and mission
Know someone who works or worked there?
Reach out to them and ask what they love
about the company
Examples of arguments: Sector focus, one of
their latest deals, culture, team (young
team, stories you heard, people you know),
size (small vs large), geography
(Amsterdam, Rotterdam, international)

Why you?
Be confident!
Make sure to have three strengths ready
and more importantly think about examples
you can give to explain these in practice
Why are you a good fit for this company
and what can you contribute to this
company?

Tips to rock your motivation!
#1 Research the latest deals and use them
in your motivation. This will help you stand
out
#2 Show that you are prepared, know the
sector and the portfolio companies inside
out and ask relevant questions
#3 Was the company in the news lately?
You should know! So, read the news
#4 Write down your motivation and use the
STAR(R) method for your answers

You want to know more
about how to prepare
for your interview?
Reach out to: leonie@femalexfinance.com
> Or book your FREE career consult >
We are here to help!

Know your
technicals &
Training 4
let's
get
you
PE technicals
hired in PE.
- Female x Finance

What the hell is private equity
Limited Partners
Insurance companies, pension funds, wealthy individuals

Private Equity firm
General partners

Portfolio 1

Portfolio 2

Portfolio 3

Portfolio 4

There are three main points to focus on
when preparing for an interview in PE
Private Equity refers to capital investments made into companies that are not publicly
traded.
At first, when applying for an internship or job in PE it is good to know that each firm
interviews their own way. Some focus more on the strategic part, some more on the LBO
and valuation part. However, in the end it is good to prepare properly for both of them.
There are three main subjects you can expect during your interview, which are
explained in more detail on the following pages:
1. The three financial statements
2. Strategic cases
3. Valuations
a. Discounted Cash Flow model
b. Leveraged Buy Out model
c. Multiples

What to prepare before your PE interview?
The link between the three
financial statements
Make sure that you are able to explain
what happens in all three statements if
depreciation increases
Or what if inventory decreases?
If you have to pick two statements,
which one would you choose?
And what if you can only pick one?

Leveraged Buy Out
Be able to walk the interviewer through
an LBO model when there are no
numbers provided
Make sure prepare a paper LBO such
that you can write the given info down
in logical order; UITLEGGEN WAT IS
PAPER

Strategic cases
Comparing
the results
with
the target group.
Research the company its website and
make sure you can divide their
portfolio companies into different
sectors; manufacturing, merchandising,
service
Think about the different business
models that these firms operate in
Guesstimates and market sizing!
Note: Practice this well!

Multiples
Know what the money multiple & IRR
are and be able to explain what they
tell you about a potential investment
Make sure which multiples are used
most in the different business models
Be prepare to answer a question like:
what multiple would you use for
investment X and why?

Discounted Cash Flow
Be able to chronologically explain a
discounted cash flow statement
Be able to answer the question what
happens to your EV when the WACC
increases
Also, what happens to your WACC
when your cost of debt increase?

Let's deep dive in the academy!
We have set up the Female x
Finance academy to provide you
with more insights and further details
about the financial technicalities
Check our website for more
information and upcoming trainings
and sign up!

Know the financial statements.
Example question: If depreciation increases in the profit&loss statement, will there occur changes in the
balance sheet and/or cash flow statement as well?

Balance Sheet

Profit&Loss Statement

Cash Flow Statement

Balance sheet is a snapshot
of the company at a
specific point in time. The
balance sheet shows the
company’s resources
(assets) and funding for
those resources (liabilities
and stockholder’s equity).
Assets must always equal
the sum of liabilities and
equity.

The P&L shows how much
revenue the company has
earned over the period and
what costs the company
has incurred to generate
these revenues. P&L shows
detailed items that make
up the retained earnings
for the year for the balance
sheet.

The CF statement captures
the actual timing of cash
flows. It ties the cash
position at the beginning of
the period to the position
at the end of the period.
The cash flow statement
can be divided into three
sub categories: operating,
financing and investing
cash flows.

Be able to recognise the different
business models.
Example question: what differentiates the profit & loss statement from a manufacturing company
compared to a merchandising company?

Manufacturing

Merchandising

Services

A manufacturing
organization is a business
that uses parts, components,
or raw materials to produce
finished goods.

A merchandising company
engages in the purchase and
resale of tangible goods.

A service organization is a
business that earns revenue
by providing intangible
products, those that have
no physical substance, e.g.
consulting services.

Retailers: Sell to customers
Wholesalers: Sell to
companies

The profit & loss statement of a
merchandising company
Example question: "What differentiates the profit & loss statement from a manufacturing company
compared to a merchandising company?"

P&L

Gross Profit

Revenue: Less discounts and returns
COGS: mostly represents what the
seller paid for the inventory sold
GM c. 45%

EBITDA

High selling expenses
Rent
Net Income

Characteristics of the balance sheet of a
manufacturing company
This is an example of a balance sheet of a manufacturing company. An example of a question you can expect:
"Which one has higher PPE, the manufacturing company or the service company?"

Balance Sheet

Equity

High PPE
Medium/high inventory

Assets

Liabilities

High mortgage/loans since
it is a capital intensive
company

Different sources that provide cash flows
within a manufacturing company
This is an example of different cash flows of a manufacturing company. An example of a question you can
expect: "What happens to the cash flow statement when the manufacturing company makes an investment?"

Cash Flow
High depreciation costs
When growing: increasing net
working capital

Operating

When expanding: high CAPEX

Investing

When expanding: new loans since
it is a capital intensive industry

Financing

What do you need to know about an LBO
model?
Private equity firms usually invest by means of a Leveraged Buyout (LBO)
On entry, a substantial amount of debt and a limited amount of equity are used for the acquisition of the company
Part of the cash flow generated by (improved) operations is used to pay down debt (or Buy&Build), resulting in an
increased share of equity.
Example of a question to expect: "Could you explain and write down a paper LBO?" Make sure you can sketch the
below graph to answer this question correctly.
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What else...
Do you know...
what happens to the three financial statements for a merchandising,
manufacturing or service company?
how a private equity generate its revenue?
what a money multiple is and what you can use it for?
how to evaluate a company?
how to use the IRR and what does it tell you?
Need some extra guidance in your preparation?
> Book your free career consults
> Check our events page for upcoming trainings and events
> Or reach out directly to leonie@femalexfinance.com

Most important
when applying.
Training 4
Know
the
deal
PE technicals
process by heart.
- Female x Finance

The investment journey
c. 5-8 years*

Sourcing

Evaluating pitchdecks
First mgt meetings
Analysing value
creation strategies
First valuation of
company

Investment due
diligence

Deep dive into the
company:
Financial
Commercial
Operational
Legal

Investment
structuring

LBO valuation
Debt structuring

Invested in
company

Final offer accepted
by company!

Further analysing
value creating
strategies
*Depends per company and strategy

Investment
development

c. 5 years to
implement value
creating strategies

Exit

Exit when the time is
right and certain
strategies have been
achieved

You want to know more
about how to prepare
for your interview?
Reach out to: leonie@femalexfinance.com
> Or book your FREE career consult >
We are here to help!

